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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To correct inclination of an

image signal toward a high luminance side and to obtain

an appropriate output picture by allowing the signal

conversion means to have conversion characteristics

for a high luminance image where a rising part shifts

toward the high luminance side of an input level rather

than reference conversion characteristics for ordinary

photographing at the time of flash photographing at a

short distance.

SOLUTION: In a signal processing circuit 313,

prescribed signal processing is applied to an image

signal obtained from a CCD 303 and level adjustment of

the image signal is performed by gain adjustment of an

AGO circuit inside. In an A/D converter 205, each pixel

signal of the image signal to be obtained from the signal

processing circuit 313 is converted into a digital signal.

In a ?correction circuit 208, there are plural ? correction

tables of different characteristics and ? characteristics

of the image signal are corrected. In the case of short

distance flash photographing mode, the ? correction table for high luminance image is selected.

When a bit length of an output signal has a ? correction circuit smaller than that of an input

signal, it becomes particularly effective to perform high luminance correction in the ?

correction circuit.
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S¥'j^ai2 1 1 s.\.zi,hWM-w<^nmm'^mzm^
V^Ti^-v-y:?—:^f-H ( C CD 3 0 3iO«^^BJ)
S^-fS. i^-T-y?-7^\^-Y^^2 1 1 bli.

SSfc i^A- -y t- K S S Srgaa^ttJt v-v «y ^'—

X H S SO-r— :'^>'l'S:^rLT V»?>

.

[006 1] '^-^-/S-X^-YSSXt^
t-l/128(^^) (St)SJS<7)igv->Sx'^-y:^-^t:-

:5'-;:?.t-HK^SP2 1 1 b{4. SESS¥i|SS2 1 1 at=:

i, L < 1 g-r-o^sa^-rs

.

[0062] ^tz. ±Mmmm2 1 1 ti. wsmmf^m

«®«2r rg^jSHj i:V^-5. ) TfcS**. d^-Hl^«S*>

t\.fz-x^. mmm<m^{\:Xf. ^<nmfr>2mmmzm.
m^tzmm: r:ft:^Bj t^-^a. ) Tfci.*»Sr¥!l^^

iitS¥'»2 1 1 eSr$/i>lCii;fCV^-g,.

[0063] 'mm\'^^2 1 1 e ti. Bife;<^ U 209
l.zW^^ix.fzWm'Si-kmm-hW&rr—9\z^-^%

y.vcrvMz^'^%mmm.<r>n'^k'¥m.'th, -mz

ti. »S^^licO«'33&*iJ'-^<. l-P<7)tf-:?ffi$-*^

I). v^i?i9>S lOitW-^fc^-S.. ^V-f bdC-HlC

«J>&^fT./v::fi:^«oj:d^r:S:^B«o^-^{i. ettigP^J-tHo
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[0 0 64] Lfzifi-^X. mmi\^W>2 1 1 eti. S«

¥!l^«t4p«^U 2 1 1 dl^ZMi^^tlh.

[0065] ^(*:ftiJ(3JgP2 1 1 li, ^'^-^izmtX

->fj^a52 1 1 c /^>(c(i;i-C v-^l, . r^gj^gi,-

^'^-Vi 14. ±*!P?mc^-r&MBJ3K (e^. AX

W^-rS. >*'J«g|52 1 1 cc7)!taj^i^^tp<^:U2

1 1 dtcieiS^ixi..

[0066] -^wmm^ 1 1 ±iBg^B«(^ieii

952 1 1 f i:. l^^^-'f^mfl^l^SffiHffiSr^-r-l)

ieilM«^SP2 list. U;*- H StclElf^n
3tBffifi-f-S-LCD^«Pl 0(c||;t-t&f^*b(cSiB

«ft-f^Sr^-rsS^B«^^SP2 1 1 h t $ 4>C(i

[0 0 67] y 4)V^W^2 1 1 f {4. B^J-C^ U 2 09

#ffi«c^laja«feB£^&«iELT«IS5tcB8-r-&B«<^*ijE

Srffa tcOfS)!.. 7^yU:J'gB2 1 1 f {4, ffi®^K =
1 /S . 1/2 0 (r>^fl^ix\zr>\.^X . S2Jlfi^^$l|lK«

iE5-^t -5 'f'J^)vy :L(n>'m!mti:mw^mz
n\^X. «SiiB5-3S*bS2igSc7)-rx:?;P7^;U:J't«felB

9)Vy ^)V9^:^^\^x\-^h,

[0068] iE»Btfe^gi52 1 1 g{4, B«>^ U 2

0 9*^km^m^i:y -I Jl^^m2 1 1 f Sr:)>LTSg;5i^ai

Bfifc s-^-ri. . immm^m2

1

1 gt4. b^k^
t'J2 0 9*>/^7;?.^^^f6]lc^Loo.
Jg:^|pjeOM:^lJfIT'-?-it-e-'it8 B*mcBtfefl^$-rL^?*ai

JiiJ:. X7-HI/F2 1 25r:n-LT^i^S*l.S^^r

^Jylj-Y8izm:m-thZtX\ -^-i^^-f/UBIS^r^L

[0069]$ fefcs ie^iB(i^B£g52 1 1 g{4s B^
'J2 0 9*»4>7>f;U:J'gP2 1 1 f Sr:J>tT^BSx

-:?SrS!^iilL. Ztlhcommy'-:^lZ2<X7tDCT^

3!raSrMLTEiBIB«<^B«<i-f-Sr^t. ::<OE«»B

mm^i^ ^ y H 8 cO*Btfex u Ticie«i-rs

.

[0070] >^:U;>&-h'8{4. 06t3^J:at. x
i^':?;P;<7^7tcJr-:>-Cieii$iX3tB«$:. JEiffi^l/2

0T'4 0 3 7<7)B«^iaif^figT-2b'?. «-3-7{4. rJ'iJ^

W$gOgPta- i: . J P E GJ^iU-EEite^ix/0^»««O®
«fl-f- (640X48 0B^> t -^M,^^ ;W*^ffl<OB

^fi-f- (8 0x6 0H3g) 36«ie«li$ixTv^-i..

filLT'. ^Ji. ifE X I Fm^<7)m^yr^?ytLxm.oz
bi^mx'hi.
[0071 ] <A-3. r«iE«0«S>C:cO^HB<^!^(c:lS

tr. jaSBgt*»07 5-yi'i^r— HT-r«iEIlIB2 0 8

[0072] 07J4. A:'3B«ft#*»'c>b^ h^^^A?:

im&t^^. ti::, xm±izisifixmBximmm^
l,zi3i-fi>y^-rS.y^U>-J'(7)±mmt:^L^ Pinin{4

b;2.h;?'^AHS{c;i5V»Tg:/hi:^i.»K^'<v>K Pma

[0073] iSmm^cr>itmti^^=t- H-C$>^vj?a
Ht;t5V»T7 7-y v'Aa^L/^*&lC{4. 070^

fcS^f J: o sSrb;?. h^5i.5-5toB«ft-§T&*#^>fvl.

,

r. ^^mzTssmmmi.zm'^fmmm^ii^^ . ^r-^s'

f— LT(7)^rJ>'h5-:^M^>-i^'PW(4. Pinin

—PmaxcO^i;^^.
[0 074] -eiT\ Z<7)^zl>h^:z,hU>'i^PW

^izmm-ri>tiib. -7^'ot-KT'ft*$iisiaEgi

V -yi^iS^O^ (OT rjggBi^ 7 -y

i'j.^-Hj ) izii. 111 9tc*-tMS«0r1SiEx-r
;U-C'^<, <j!:T'iJiBJf-|.IffiS^B«Slffl«Or*ijEx-r;u

[0 07 5] I18{4, i£EBSI:7 5'yi^jL^-HlC*3V^r

rffljEx-7';u2 0 8izis:&^ti^mmsmwimcorm

X7ji-tmx'hi>. Hstcfcv^T. mmiix-:hn&u^i'
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c 0 0 7 6 ] zco^m'mt^-y'cm mT ^-mmmm

immmt>zmm<7)^y-i^ -y vrnxo ( xo> o ) tii-fwif

[0 0 7 7] ZZ{Zii\-^X. -y h«XO{i,

hX h iJ-'^-^ Sri^H-fi^tci!!® LT^S-r -I. w i: ti^X'^

[0078] ::<?5^^T»i&{CJ:oT. x«UiRl«XiDax

•3. yttJil?BffiYiDa3ff'ti£t=:=SrA"yrG7&s^tS*i. r
^!|ttt;&-rtixmji|5BffiXiiiax#J£T'(i*»^:'9 ""^

tzi ^f.Z-^j:->X\^h<^trMmZ'hhtzib. CLO^-r-y

x\.-^h) .

[0079] ^±5, A/D^J^2 0 5 T'^^^SiX:^^ 1

*WtC{iRG Bcofe^^i-rt 13 1 0 b'-y h«|f£T-J> 0

,

> =& U H 8^iOiB^S:$ft*&5t3^f;t -Sid twai:'JH

Jl^ilTiSO. Xmax=1 02 3. Xmin

= 0. Yniax=2 5 5, Yniin=0i:^S. HSOr^
itttt;^-rCiiiJ4. RGBcO^fe^^^tCOV^T^iitlS

[0080] jfflfEMa^T-ti^V^ (o^ 04'gEMa»J>
h\.^\,tm^m^x-hh) t5j:t/^ifisgMa^T'j)

[008 1 ] gl^U/jJ:d{3.

mxminb^t^mnmz±-h±i/ii^m^:^-yx$>t

[0082] <A-4. -r x^;!^;^;** 7 1 OlW^co«l^>@
9 {4. Ti^^/l'X?^ 7 1 <7)»)^^(0«[gS:iJiBj-^47n-

[0083] t-r. Xy^-yy-S 1 (OwizWmmim^

v^^^tciiT'^ ^juhx-mmmB^f:- )<tm^^ti?,

.

^51 0*Jtt43fe^7T>f y^^2 l T«i:f*:«:«igU=5:A*

x^'y:J'-vi<^'>'9 5rirr-r-5..

[0 084] ^liltJEiS^tT. iJ:OX7^<yrS2-C{4S

Wi^^ije^Jtc^ 7 -y A 5*-'^-f-&

.

[0085] ;^x yrS3T'{4. Sf^^*«-7:?0^-
HT'tfOg^T-J)&*V -Pt »3v^'o;n:J'>'2 0*«jrF?
tiXWmtp'^^tLfzi}^i}^t:^lM-f-?> . a^- Kf
cr)l^X'hi>^ifZit. ;^-r-yrs4icjitr. —

;:?.-r 'yrs 3-C'(4, v^'aqE-H-Cfc?.*>i:

7t46(c:7'i^:J'/l^:*;< ^tciSft/oixTV^aaOIEjLZ^-y h*»

[0086] ;2.-r-y 7"S4lC±5l^T{4.

'yi^sLW^X'hhi}^i}^^m^-th. otO. ^^•yi'
j-mBco^-^Ui^^T- -yrS 5 tciltf**. o T'^rV^^

-^icax 7^ -yrS 3 i: |S]«lc:x-r <yrS 6 (cjitf

.

[0087] :^-r-yrS3fci:l/^X-r>yrS4(ct5Jt-6

Ji^^friO^fJ^ti. ^«cfiJ®gP2 1 HzX'Onhil^.
[ 0 0 8 8 ] C: ^ T\ -MiZjS^mmmX-ij-'oy ^ -y

a.m^X'hi>i}^t'ot^<r>^^m^i:^-th taTcOi

[0089] (l)3a?ilSia^*»fc-d*> : V^AT/UTifi

J: 3 (.zmmmt/^-?^ D^- H s-a^-r4

(

uyx^
m^m^7'-J:^/\^^^ 7<7)m^tz-?^uv yx\,z-^
Ltz^^i-ktj) im^ifi'7-:LT)\^X'M,^-^i>^

[0090] m^<7)i%'^\,z\t^- YmS{7f^9 J:
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[009 1] tt:. mm::i.-yh^:ilmx.tz^W)Mj^Mm

[0 09 2] Ztl^cO'^fx.-^tLCTi^lziiX^X . v^u

^M^^t LxmmLxii 0 . ^i^mu2 1

1

X. i&mmsm^zmM-thi^'Si)^(^Wim^f¥^:m^f
s.

[0 09 3] (2)7 7-y S^iS^A^ii-DA': vr^iT^l^

[0094] S»)^^-FAi®4l?$nTV->S«

izi 'o^w<^n&^m^mL. ^(om&i}m^<7>mmJ:

^ii:m&ma^^tmmim^&k oa-^i^rtci o -r#
htifzmmzm tT 75 >x >- ix,

-5-£OS«2:^f*=*Jifllg|52 1 1 .

[0095] Ltzt^-^X. 3i*'J^t- HcOJ^i: . S

«|J«SP 2 11 *^#B1LT :7 ^ -y ^

[0 09 6] ll9tzM-2Ts X-r-yrS SdiitJCOJSa

{±0 7 (Dmizm-r w^ism&mtz
m-^timmm^tmn^tittiib. us izm^-r^ x o

^ r ffljEHISS 2 0 8 tCtJV>T ^T 3 .

[0 0 9 7] -eCl-CtiSr, ;^-r-yrS 5alCt5V->TlS

-POT . 0 1 0 i:mmLxaTX'mBMt^.
[0098] r1iHllK2 0 8F^lcasp^1t1t;^-7'
CO. • ^^-f-Sii^Sl^fflOrtfiEf—r;WTO, •

M.^mz^^tiX^^^^t,zii. ^(Do-hco^SM
mfflcOrmET-7';UTA$rMJR-f 0 . 010
( a ) iZTjkti p t:: , :^*$ijffligi5 2 1 1 (>(ommm^iz
J; '5-feU:?'^'2 0 8ar7'1«iE7^-7VPTAA<SS?$ix

[0099] ^Tt:, mm<^nm. nm&mmm<7)rniE

p u ifimth L . ^?^:hmmi^^i' xco^ti^'tKTym^zn

r^>-t*-fs:A:^a(fe^'<;i^ (x+xo) tzm-^tii:hmm.

m.(^TVi^MZ^-t. ttc. OSxSX0*T<7)®HtC
oV-^TJi. y = 0Sr^$ijWtc4-;l.6. itOi ^tcUTf^
^^$iT/ci^»Sli^feffl<7)rffijE7^-r;i'TA{i. 010

( b ) iZTTi-ti 0 izrmiE\B\^2 0 8izj]^ y^'T'yyr-
-rji^^x-m^^fi^. zcom-tizii^ ^m^^
5Sr< . :t7-fe <y hffiX03t'{tSr-r i^':?;!'^/;^ 7

1

$iji9a52 1 it/^^mLxamixx^.
[0100]$ P^iZ. «2JI^#tt;<7-7'C0«O^fiT^

m^x'^ s . -r^fc-fe. 010(c) icijrri 5 ic. a:^
B«l«-f-c7)l''<.;UVtSt LT:t7-fe -y bffiXOSriSSlS

2 0 8btC-rM^-^fifeL-C-^^«-tVc= (V-XO)
tb. ^cr)-&«^-^Vc$r. mi^^^^^-ycOiZ
nm-t^ rniET—yfi^Tox^Lxhiw z(r>^

^izii^mmimcr>rniEy'-y}UTMiiim ^tii>

Mfxii^utf. c:<7)^HHtci3(t«. ^mmmmcry^^m
ttj ti±. z<r)XolzX:hmmm^<r)'>yhizX^xm

[0101] lS3eiJKHflafflOrffiI-r-://l'TA*Jr*f

iE[IIK2 0 8lci3V^xmS7^i{ilfe^$iTJta, mmz

t . ^tii^<ommm^ti^mmzri^jEm}^2 o 8i*i<or

1ijE-r-7';uTAX'S^$ixS. (;:?.T-'yrs 5 b ) .

[0102] Xx-yrs 6Tii,

ix. ^tnzm'^\'^xmm9m^'<fo

.

[0 103] -f-LT, X-r-yrS7fct5V^T<i:, X7^-y

ys 5ttiii:^'r-yys6izxmm.^titimWiim:^m

[0104] zcr>r^mfk(Dm^m-^ii'f':^^^i-^:<y

l«7)LCDS^gPl 0lZii\,'>xm7Frt^ZkiiX'^^

i;;^-K8t^i:'S:fiOTLT-ri^*:^^l^;&^7 ICO

0, ^<-V'f-fi'::3y\::ji-^cr)^-^(,zmr:^'ti>Zt

[0105] <A-5.ffl^«ra<:0fi><*:tC, iSSSSB^ffl

cr)rnjE7—y)\^TMzm'^<mm>imi,zx^M±mm.
(DiS!.mz-:>\^XM:i^mKc^ ^->^t:mi l5r#H?,tTSi

[0 1 06] 01 ix'ii. m^miz5>i5<r>mm'7hv

il«J!Mc7):>--XT*)^. litfem-f-5 CCD30
3X'jRn$tL.fzmmm^tf^AyD^i§m2 5 xfi^-^iv

||^'^WMjElHl8S2 0 6fciZ/WB[a]
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iEII18S2 0 8tcT rffl]E$iX7t1^<0®«^fl-tT\

> y 2 0 9 t-ft^^$fL3tH^fl-f-Sr./N'-V-^^U3 >'e

D 1 0TM^^tLtzmm<Dm&U^}l'(7)f'~i^?:^LX

[0107] Bijfefi#5 1 a, ^mm<7im&\^^\^if' i

07i:|nl»(c. mWiJSJgW^yl^x. JSWitiB^iic

nS-^LTV^S. -?-LT. )Se^'</Ux = 0 . 1. 2.

3 iO«-ffltC*3V^TJi, -f-il-fil®*^ n = 0 , 16,
8, lO^S-fll^rt-sTV^^. oiO, mi IZTjk-tAiSM

b (=1024) l^i^TtrO^Ji-^LTV^^.

[0 1 08] -^LT, 10J^-^{C{±, ^^1$

±*>±*iO«7)AtiA:tii««^^-'HSl fc'Sr-i.. fti*:fi^li

2. 3 3&i. -e*I-fai:^»SU'<;H10, a. bl;^J©$
7^i^'^';U«-f-{C±5V%Ta, b(4m

[0109] ±iacoBeR«Slc:J: 0 . Wffifi^S 1

i^'^^mo s-^t/®tfe<i#fc .

[0 110] -eco^. ffi««-f-5 2{i:. r^^ttX^-ys
S^r^r-r-g.^-:? 5 S;t®«5 3 i: LTti5:>3$

ix^. zzx'ii. ^nz^-tmm.x'm-^ti?>r^mA-

tLiii:hmmuK;umo , 2iz^^tit. ztiizx

K) . n±mm 5 3 im&\^^>i^ 0 Sr-^;^, isjssfist'

fi T V ^fw® 5 1 £0<I 0 $ ixT V ^S h

[0111] iiUK^iSmc J; 0 . 5i--^N'-IS3tSix/cS

[0 1 1 2] ^3liSffll'VOM0 5:JtjE-f-l.®li5a

iHlKT'COllilt^llT'fcl.. L*»L. rffliEIlI8&2 08
(5, C C D 3 0 3 T'c7)B«BXf#3&>4>®«> ^: D 2 0 9^

<r>\si^b^'o. rWE7^-r/vTA ma) x<r)iiitin

/4 (=8b'>y h/1 Ob'-y h) fg{=ffijfi$iX?,/c*b-5-

coi^^-fbMiii^i -^xxmtimx'Ti^^/UE^conmifi

[0 113] Lfzti^-oX. ii;t<7)r^iiElc:J:oTl Ob'

7 h^i-^*^ ^ 8 b'-y bm-f-t^^ I uzmzm<r>mm
S§TM<^:^f*c7)»«?r«T$-^S i Oti. 8 b'-y hit

^tihmxth:hmcr>:Sr^ i- 5 -y Jxyi;?:^^ «>;^i»t

[0 114 3 tztm, TSSmyy'yi^sL=e-V(DW^
l-fcv-^T, A:^)ffllW:7;PU>'i''0— 1 02 3 (lOb'-y

h) iOa*>. I17i7)^r^3>h7;?.M^>>'*PWi:LT
2 0 0-1 00 Oc7)^«^cB^*-'3i-^BLTV^;tJ@^. M
^(^rmiE^^€ob, aatt^^^imt lx. xtii
b'-y h*>;t 0 2 5 6/ 1 0 2 4 = 0 . 2 5X'tii:hm^
Sm^tL^i^. ^y-^-yhmxo^fztx.\il7 0ft
S. i: . A* 1 b'-y 0 2 5 6/ ( 1 0 2 4 - 1 7

0) =0. 3 2:^:0. JEiii^**MiH-S- Ltzifi->X.

x^timx^'j-?)i^^c^m.ii^9^^nv\X'% hzt

[01153 mm<Drnmmmm^x'hhfzibizm

[01163 dcoj: d^a***^. ai*<l-^<Ob'-y

**A:^fi-^«Ob'-y h;^J: '9W^$^>r1iiElsISS^:^^l§^

ui. ^cr)rnjEmmzt5\,^xmmmnjEin'D zti}^

[0 1173 <b; m2mmm>
<B-i . ssB^i^>*^Bfl<^m 2mmm\iz^ hfi^i^tv

ii^y^mw^mi. rmm^2 0BizmL'thU^

x\.^h..z(r>m2m:mmm<r>^=J9)v/}yiyX'M. rn
iEI5IK2 0 8(c^-5Jtl^risiSJSB«ffl<7)raiE-r-y

)i'tLx. 013 ic^j^-^s J: o^j:2fm<nm&&mm
ffli7)^if#ttX?-:/Ciiii. Cm2lc^tJE-r'5.rfflIE-r-:?'

;UTA1. TA22:^LTV'.S,
[01183 z<^o-h-Kmm.m(r>f^i(^y^^^A-y
CmlJi, -eoi^i^iOISPSljtii, -t'oiO^^^rH
l<0:t7-fe-y hfflX0i*»^glKM)lc:S;*>±3b*orv»s.

iTt:. l^^£7)B20^#1±;i?-ycin2J5, -e<031:

2 <?)^ 7 -b -y b ilX02*» ^>lllfWlCj5:^>±*»'oX >-

^

1) . B20^1$tt^-rCm2Ji. ISl(7)^^#tt;Jf-

rCinl2:xf|Jic7)lSlWS:^[tr)t«lr^?BSS (X02-X01)

[01193 <B-2.iJj#>±ie£7)J:p{:ill2|ISfeJ^®T'

ji^Jg®11fefflc02oc0rffliE7^-:^;PTAl. TA22rJi

mznLx . x-fim^m^cr)mm.'(m<.zmrf^ . 2^^
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[0 1 2 0] HQiTj^o-^-^—htCfeft

*-r:^.x>yrsi IT'Ji, rSIElH]S2 0 8<7)A:'3

nmi. ms-^^^mt Lxmtri>:kmmm2 1

1

[0121] v^-fiifO^t, mtcJ:-5T#^ix;tB

U 2 0 9 tCifiH$n . P min*«#^§

Tt^lc, ^coatfe;-?*!; 2 0 9*^/^B*rt(ci3!^^J$i^

iEB!ic7)Bfi^^t-f-ta^SixTBm^*!; 2 0 9tcie'tiS

[0122] iXfc, X-r >yr S 1 2T'(i, B«ft-f-03S
JK«'hfflPiiiin*^l^JSfflc7)M 1 CO r ffllET— :/;l'TAl

PBin<X01T'25S%^fc«i. 7TS 1 6 t^itttf.

— Piniii<X01T-^ViJir^tC{i. ;?.T--y T^S 1 3 tC;

[0 12 3] X7^>yrS 1 3tC±3V^T{i:. B«(t-§-cO®

SM4^mPmni)^mm&m(r>^2cr) rni£r7—y)VTKl

PBiin<X02T'J>«.%&tc;{i. ;?.7^-yrSl StCjltfCl

iiii^ri^, PBin<X02T'^V^J^tc:(i:. ;^T--y7-Sl

3tcatf.

[0 124] <J:tC, X^ y-rS 1 4T'(i:.

coll 2O r^iEr—7';l'TA2lca-3^UT fi-f-^^S:

d. x-f--yrsi 5T'{i. SSSSBtfefflcomicOr^iE

[0125] ±ti^ X'r-yyS 1 eTJi,
f-^r-Mci5{ts^7^-yrs6fcisi«tc. m^m^mco

[0126] JiUiiDKimcJ: oT. mmm^co^ny

^ 0 rtaaE-r-r^Pi^SU^T't . *^o3SJK«/hfflPinin

h Py i^'PC^C> LTta^MiO^^ i-S.-y:?U>i^i^

[0127] i^xtcommzi f). mi mtmm.<^m^t

m'^(nmmm^<Dm^^^x'%h.
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for anydamages caused by the use of this

translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect

the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The digital camera characterized by having a transfer characteristic setting

means to set the transfer characteristic for high brightness pictures which changes the

input picture signal acquired by photography by the predetermined signal

transformation means, and acquires the picture signal for an output, and which was a

digital camera, and usually started from the criteria transfer characteristic for

photography at the time of flash plate photography in a short distance, and the section

shifted to the high brightness side of an input level as the aforementioned signal

transformation means.

[Claim 2] It is the digital camera characterized by flash plate photography in the

aforementioned short distance being flash plate photography in the macro mode in a

digital camera according to claim 1.

[Claim 3] It is the digital camera characterized by having a brightness specification

means to specify the brightness minimum value by which the aforementioned transfer

characteristic setting means is included in the aforementioned input picture signal in a

digital camera according to claim 1 or 2, and a property determination means to

determine that the transfer characteristic for the aforementioned quantity brightness

pictures will start from near the aforementioned brightness minimum value

substantially.

[Claim 4] It is the digital camera characterized by to be a means to also specify the

brightness maximum by which the aforementioned brightness specification means is

included in the aforementioned input picture signal with the aforementioned

brightness minimum value in a digital camera according to claim 3, and to be a means

determine the transfer characteristic for the aforementioned quantity brightness

pictures that the aforementioned property determination means starts from near the

aforementioned brightness minimum value substantially, and is substantially

saturated near the aforementioned brightness maximum.
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[Claim 5] It is the digital camera characterized by determining the transfer

characteristic for the aforementioned quantity brightness pictures by carrying out the

parallel displacement of the curve to which the aforementioned property determination

means expresses the aforementioned criteria transfer characteristic in a digital camera

according to claim 3 to the high brightness side of an input level.

[Claim 6] It is the digital camera characterized by determining the transfer

characteristic for the aforementioned quantity brightness pictures by compressing the

curve which expresses the aforementioned criteria transfer characteristic while the

aforementioned property determination means had maintained the dynamic range of

an output level in the digital camera according to claim 4 by the input-level side.

[Claim 7] The record medium which is characterized by having recorded the program

for operating the digital camera concerned as a digital camera of either a claim 1 or the

claim 6 by being installed in the microcomputer built in the digital camera and in

which computer read is possible.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] Especially this invention relates to the

improvement for acquiring a proper photography picture in flash plate photography of

a short distance about a digital camera.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In a digital camera, after digitizing the picture signal

acquired with image pck-up elements, such as CCD, it transmits to information

processors, such as a personal computer, by cable splicing, infrared ray communication,

etc. through record media, such as a flash memory. And it is possible to display the

picture on monitors, such as CRT and a liquid crystal display, in a personal computer.

[0003] By the way, not alignment but the intensity level x of an input signal and a

monitor and the relation of y serve as gamma characteristics as shown in the following

formula to the level of the picture signal as which the gradation (brightness) property

in such a monitor is inputted into a monitor.

[0004]

[Equation 1] In order to malce the gradation of a photography picture reproduce

correctly on y=xgamma, for this reason a monitor, it is necessary to rectify the

gradation of an input picture according to a monitor. Such an amendment is made by

specifically performing beforehand processing (gamma amendment) which Mts several

1 inverse function.

[0005] Drawing 19 is drawing for explaining this gamma amendment. In the horizontal
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axis X, the intensity level of an input signal and the vertical axis y show the intensity

level of an output signal. The transfer characteristic curve CO of the I/O shown in

drawing 19 corresponds to several 1 inverse function, and the standup section from a x

axis is x= 0 (black level). Moreover, the transfer characteristic curve CO is the upper

limit Xmax of the dynamic range in an input signal, and it is set up so that it may

correspond to the upper limit Ymax of the dynamic range in an output signal. And in a

monitor, as for the signal to which the image processing was performed by the

amendment circuit which has such the transfer characteristic, gradation is reproduced

correctly.

[0006]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, when performing flash plate

photography for a short distance, in order that the luminosity of the whole scene may

be greatly dependent on flash plate light, the influence the luminescence state of a

flash plate affects an exposure state is large. However, luminescence of flash plate light

is not necessarily performed proper for the following reasons.

[0007] (1) In the case of a camera with a flash plate MACHIKKU function : since a

luminescence state changes with dispersion in the standup property of a flash plate arc

tube, or mechanism dispersion of the diameter of drawing, the luminescence state set

automatically is not always acquired. It becomes exaggerated exposure when it shifts

especially to an overluminescence side.

[0008] (2) In the case of a camera with a modulated light function : since a limit is in

the maximum quantity of light correspondence function of a modulated light element,

like flash plate photography of a short distance, when the luminosity of a scene is

especially large, the output of a modulated light element is saturated, and the

luminosity of a scene cannot be detected correctly. Consequently, although the scene

has high brightness in fact, luminescence of a flash plate cannot be stopped.

[0009] When the luminescence state of a flash plate becomes unsuitable according to

these causes, as for the photoed picture, exaggerated exposure has many bird clappers.

[0010] The photography picture in which exaggerated exposure was carried out by the

above-mentioned reason consists of picture signals which inclined toward the high

brightness side as a whole. And when a gamma correction circuit etc. performs an

image processing as it is and it reproduces with a monitor the photography picture by

which exaggerated exposure was carried out, there is no tightness in the shadow

section and it is reproduced as a picture which gives the impression which flew to the

whole white.

[0011] This is the result of being contrary to an intention of a photography person

unlike the high-key concept of performing the image pck-up which used the high

brightness side intentionally, and to prevent such a situation is desired. However, since

in flash plate photography the luminosity of the scene at the time of flash plate
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luminescence cannot be directly checked with the naked eye before a photography

person's emitting Hght, the amendment is difficult for beforehand to an undershirt side

in a automatic exposure.

[0012] Moreover, since to automate so that the photography result which can be

satisfied especially mostly in the case of a compact type digital camera, without

performing fine adjustment may be obtained is demanded, it is not appropriate to

require a complicated setup of a photography person only within the time of flash plate

photography for a short distance.

[0013]

[Objects of the Invention] this invention is made in view of the above-mentioned

technical problem, and aims at offering the digital camera technology in which it is a

short distance, and the bias of the picture signal by the side of high brightness can be

corrected also in flash plate photography, and a proper output picture can be acquired

to it.

[0014]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve the above-mentioned technical

problem, invention of a claim 1 is a digital camera which changes the input picture

signal acquired by photography by the predetermined signal transformation means,

and acquires the picture signal for an output, and is equipped with a transfer

characteristic setting means to set the transfer characteristic for high brightness

pictures which usually started from the criteria transfer characteristic for photography,

and the section shifted to the high brightness side of an input level as the

aforementioned signal transformation means, at the time of flash plate photography in

a short distance.

[0015] Moreover, invention of a claim 2 is flash plate photography [ in / the macro mode

/ in flash plate photography in the aforementioned short distance ] in the digital

camera concerning invention of a claim 1.

[0016] Moreover, the aforementioned transfer characteristic setting means is equipped

with a brightness specification means to specify the brightness minimum value

contained in the aforementioned input picture signal, and a property determination

means to determine that the transfer characteristic for the aforementioned quantity

brightness pictures will start from near the aforementioned brightness minimum value

substantially, in the digital camera which invention of a claim 3 requires for invention

of a claim 1 or a claim 2.

[0017] Moreover, the aforementioned brightness specification means is a means also

specify the brightness maximum contained in the aforementioned input picture signal

with the aforementioned brightness minimum value, and is a means determine the

transfer characteristic for the aforementioned quantity brightness pictures that the

aforementioned property determination means starts from near the aforementioned
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brightness minimum value substantially, and is substantially saturated near the

aforementioned brightness maximum, in the digital camera which invention of a claim

4 requires for invention of a claim 3.

[0018] Moreover, in the digital camera which invention of a claim 5 requires for

invention of a claim 3, the aforementioned property determination means determines

the transfer characteristic for the aforementioned quantity brightness pictures by

carrying out the parallel displacement of the curve showing the aforementioned criteria

transfer characteristic to the high brightness side of an input level.

[0019] Moreover, in the digital camera which invention of a claim 6 requires for

invention of a claim 4, the aforementioned property determination means determines

the transfer characteristic for the aforementioned quantity brightness pictures by

compressing the curve which expresses the aforementioned criteria transfer

characteristic, with the dynamic range of an output level maintained by the input-level

side.

[0020] Moreover, invention of a claim 7 is a record medium in which computer read is

possible, and has recorded the program for operating the digital camera concerned as a

digital camera concerning invention of either a claim 1 or the claim 6 by being installed

in the microcomputer built in the digital camera.

[0021]

[Embodiments of the Invention] <A. 1st operation gestalt <important section

composition of A-1, digital camera» drawing 1 - drawing 3 are drawings showing the

important section composition of the digital camera 1 concerning the 1st operation

gestalt of this invention, front view and drawing 2 are equivalent to rear view, and

drawing 3 is equivalent to a bottom plan view for drawing 1 . These drawings are not

necessarily following triangular projection and aim at illustrating the important

section composition of a digital camera 1 notionally.

[0022] As shown in these drawings, a digital camera 1 is structure divided roughly into

the abbreviation rectangular parallelepiped-like camera book soma 2 and the

approximate circle tubed image pck-up section 3, and it is equipped with the image

pck-up section 3 free [ rotation ] possible [ desorption ] to the camera book soma 2

through the supporter material 19 within a flat surface parallel to the wearing side of

the camera book soma 2.

[0023] the image pck-up section 3 an image pck-up — a lens -- it is the composition

section for having the composition section of the image pck-up system which consists of

optoelectric transducers, such as the macroscopic zoom lens 301 and CCD
(ChargeCoupled Device), and changing and incorporating a photographic subject's

optical image in the picture constituted by the charge signal by which photo electric

translation was carried out by each pixel of CCD
[0024] the macro zoom lens 301 is arranged in the interior of the image pck-up section 3,
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and the image pck-up circuit which equipped the proper place of the back position of

this macro zoom lens 301 with the CCD color area sensor (; only called "CCD" below —

are hiding in the tooth-back side of the macroscopic zoom lens 301, and not shown in

drawing 1 - drawing 3 ) is established in it And the proper place of the image pck-up

section 3 is eqxiipped with the modulated light sensor 305 which receives the reflected

light from the photographic subject of flash plate light.

[0025] On the other hand, the camera book soma 2 has the end-connection child 13 by

whom external connection of the applied part 17 and personal computer of memory

card 8 which are the LCD display 10 and record medium which consist of LCD with a

back hght (Liquid Crystal Display) is made, and after it performs predetermined signal

processing to the pictiure signal incorporated mainly in the above-mentioned image

pck-up section 3, it processes the display to the LCD display 10, record to memory card

8, the transfer to a personal computer, etc.

[0026] Hereafter, the camera book soma 2 is explained in full detail. The camera book

soma 2 builds in the card charge section 17 which loads with the memory card 8 which

stores a photography picture as a record picture, and the cell charge section 18 which

loads with four single 3 type dry cells possible [ a series connection ], as shown in

drawing 3 . A digital camera 1 is driven by the power supply cell which becomes as an

exception of RTC219 mentioned later by the series connection of four dry cells with

which the cell charge section 18 is loaded altogether. On the occasion of the desorption

of memory card 8 and a power supply cell, opening and closing of the lid 15 of the

clamshell type formed in the base are performed. Moreover, ON/OFF of a power supply

is performed by electric power switch PS prepared in the tooth back of the camera book

soma 2.

[0027] As shown in the front face of the camera book soma 2 at drawing 1 , a grip 4 is

prepared for the left-leaning proper place, and the built-in flash plate 5 is prepared for

the upper right proper place, respectively. And the end-connection child 13 is formed in

the right lateral of the main part of a camera so that a computer can be connected from

the exterior of a digital camera 1.

[0028] As shown in drawing 2
, moreover, in the left-leaning proper place of the tooth

back of the camera book soma 2 The LCD display 10 is formed and floor line mode

(flash plate) configuration switch 11 is formed in the left-leaning upper part of the LCD
display 10. As luminescence mode which switches the luminescence mode of thie built-

in flash plate 5 For example, the "automatic luminescence mode" which controls

luminescence / un-emitting light automatically according to photographic subject

brightness, [ of built-in FURA@SSHU 5 ] "The compulsive luminescence mode" in

which the built-in flash plate 5 is made to emit light compulsorily, without being

concerned with photographic subject brightness, There is "luminescence prohibition

mode" in which the built-in flash plate 5 is not made to emit light compulsorily, without
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being concerned with photographic subject brightness, and each of these modes change

cyclically [ whenever it pushes floor line mode setting switch 11 ] one by one, and are

set up.

[0029] Furthermore, photography / playback-mode configuration switch 14 of the shde

formula of two contacts are formed in the conservative upper part of the LCD display

10, and a switch with "photography mode" and a "playback mode" is performed.

Photography mode is the mode which photos a photographic subject, and the LCD
display 10 performs a photographic subject's value monitor (equivalent to a view finder

function). A playback mode is the mode which indicates the picture recorded on

memory card 8 by reproduction at the LCD display 10. For example, if it shdes to the

right, a playback mode will be set up, and photography mode will be set up if it slides to

the left.

[0030] Moreover, under [ of the LCD display 10 ] the left, the compressibility transfer

switch 12 of a slide formula is formed, and the compressibility K of the data of the

picture which should be stored in memory card 8 is chosen. A selection setup of two

kinds of compressibility K of one eighth and 1/20 can be carried out by the

compressibiUty setting slide switch 12. For example, if the compressibiUty setting sUde

switch 12 is slid to the right, compressibility K=l/8 will be set up, and if it shdes to the

left, compressibility K=l/20 will be set up. In addition, with this operation gestalt,

although it can be made to carry out a selection setup of two kinds of compressibility K,

it is made to carry out a selection setup of three or more kinds of compressibiUty K.

[0031] Furthermore, the Uquid crystal display slide switch 16 for carrying out ON/OFF
of the display of the LCD display 10 is formed in the right of the compressibiUty setting

slide switch 12. By changing the liquid crystal display sUde switch 16 into an OFF state,

the display of the LCD display 10 can be suspended and exhaustion of a cell can be

suppressed to the minimum.

[0032] The macro button 20 which sets up the macro mode is formed in the right of the

liquid crystal display slide switch 16. Macro photography is attained by carrying out

the depression of the macro button 20. For example, the photographic subject of card

size can be photoed in the size of the whole screen.

[0033] In addition, the UP switch 6 for coma delivery and the DOWN switch 7 are

formed in the upper surface of the main part 2 of a camera in the center of abbreviation,

and these are reproduced in order of the coma number to which the record picture

already stored in memory card 8 was given by each of a record picture. A record picture

is updated one by one by the order (photoed order) in which a coma number increases

whenever it pushes the UP switch 6, and the LCD display 10 is reproduced. Moreover,

a record picture is updated one by one by the order in which a coma number decreases

whenever it pushes the DOWN switch 7, and the LCD display 10 is reproduced.

Moreover, a shutter release 9 is formed in the upper surface of the main part 2 of a
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camera at rightist inclinations, and the elimination switch D for eliminating the record

picture stored in memory card 8 is formed in the left. Furthermore, the optical finder

21 which is caudad used for the silver salt lens shutter camera between the UP switch

6 and the DOWN switch 7 is formed.

[0034] <Functional block <functional block of the A-2-1. image pck-up section 3> ofA-2.

digital camera> drawing 4 is the functional block diagram of a digital camera 1. In this

drawing, CCD303 carries out photo electric translation of a photographic subject's light

figure by which image formation was carried out with the macro zoom lens 301 to the

picture signal (signal which consists of a signal train of the pixel signal received by

each pixel) of the color component of R (red), G (green), and B (blue), and outputs it to

it.

[0035] A digital disposal circuit 313 performs predetermined analog signal processing

to the picture signal of the analog obtained from CCD303. For example, CDS
(correlation double sampling) processing and AGC (automatic gain control) processing

are performed. The former processing will reduce the noise of a picture signal and the

latter processing will reduce level adjustment of a picture signal, respectively.

[0036] Level adjustment of a picture signal is performed in relation to shutter speed.

Since drawing of the image pck-up section 3 is fixed, exposure control is performed by

adjusting by the timing generator 314, the light exposure, i.e., the charge-storage time,

of CCD303. However, photographic subject brightness will become low underexposure

when shutter speed is quick. In a digital disposal circuit 313, level adjustment of a

picture signal is carried out to an amendment sake in this.

[0037] That is, exposure control is performed combining shutter speed and a gain

adjustment at the time of low brightness. Level adjustment of a picture signal is

performed in the gain adjustment of the AGC circuit in a digital disposal circviit 313.

[0038] A timing generator 314 generates the drive control signal of CCD303 based on

the reference clock transmitted from the timing-control circuit 202. As a drive control

signal, there are signals, such as read-out control signals (a horizontal synchronizing

signal, a vertical synchronizing signal, transfer signal, etc.) of the timing signal of an

integration start / end (an exposure start / end) and the light-receiving signal of each

pixel, for example.

[0039] The modulated light circuit 304 is a circuit for controlling the amount of

luminescence of the built-in flash plate 5 in flash plate photography in the

predetermined amount of luminescence set up by the whole control section 211. In flash

plate photography, if the reflected light of the flash plate Hght from a photographic

subject is detected as light income of the modulated light sensor 305 and this light

income reaches the predetermined amount of luminescence simultaneously with an

exposure start, the modulated light circuit 304 will be outputted to the flash plate

control circuit 214 which mentions floor line control circuit luminescence stop signal
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STP later, and it will be controlled so that the amount of luminescence of the built-in

flash plate 5 turns into below the predetermined amount of luminescence.

[0040] The main part 2 of a <functional block of the A-2-2. image pck-up section 3>

camera possessed CPU besides the built-in flash plate 5, the LCD display 10, the end-

connection child 13, and the card material well 17, and is equipped with the whole

control section 211 which the drive of each part of a digital camera 1 is related

mutually, and controls it in generalization, the timing-control circuit 202, and A/D

converter 205. Among these, the whole control section 211 consists of microcomputers

equipped with rewritable flash memory 211B which has memorized the control

program besides CPU211A etc., and RAM211C used as memory for work. Moreover, it

has the black level amendment circuit 206, the white balance (WB) circuit 207, a

gamma correction circuit 208, an image memory 209-1 to 209-6, VRAM210, and a

control unit 250. Furthermore, it has the card interface 212, a communications

interface 213, the flash plate control circuit 214, and RTC (Real Time Clock)219. The

detail of above-mentioned each part is explained below.

[0041] A/D converter 205 changes into a 10-bit digital signal (image pck-up image

information) each pixel signal of the picture signal acquired from a digital disposal

circuit 313. A/D converter 205 changes each pixel signal (analog signal) into a 10-bit

digital signal based on the clock for the analog to digital conversion from the timing-

control circuit 202.

[0042] The timing-control circuit 202 is controlled by the whole control section 211, and

generates the clock to a digital disposal circuit 313, a timing generator 314, and A/D

converter 205.

[0043] The black level amendment circuit 206 amends the black level of the digital

pixel signal (it only abbreviates to "pixel data" hereafter.) in which A/D conversion was

carried out by A/D converter 205 to the black level of criteria.

[0044] Using the level-conversion table which is inputted from the whole control

section 211 and which is the amendment conditioning value of a white balance, to the

rectified [ black level ] pixel data obtained from the black level amendment circuit 206,

the WB circuit 207 changes the level of each color component of R, G, and B, and

performs white balance amendment processing. In addition, the transform coefficient

(inclination of a property) of each color component of a level-conversion table is set up

by the whole control section 211 for every image pck-up picture.

[0045] A gamma correction circuit is an amendment thing about the gamma
characteristics of a picture signal. A gamma correction circuit 208 has two or more

gamma amendment tables on which gamma characteristics differ, and performs

gamma amendment of pixel data on predetermined gamma amendment table

according to a photography scene or photography conditions. In addition, about the

detail of gamma amendment table, it mentions later.
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[0046] An image memory 209 (209-1 to 209-6) is memory which memorizes the pixel

data outputted from a gamma correction circuit 208. The image memory 209-1 to 209-6

has the storage capacity for one frame, respectively. That is, when CCD303 has the

pixel of a n hne m train, an image memory 209-1 to 209-6 has the pixel data storage

capacity for an nxm pixel, and is memorized in the pixel position where each pixel data

corresponds, respectively.

[0047] VRAM210 is the huffer memory of the picture signal by which it is indicated by

reproduction at the LCD display 10. VRAM210 has the storage capacity of the pictxire

signal corresponding to the number of pixels of the LCD display 10.

[0048] In a photography standby state, after predetermined signal processing is

performed to each picture signal of the picture picturized by every 1/30 (second) by the

image pck-up section 3 by A/D converter 205 - the gamma correction circuit 208, while

an image memory 209 memorizes, it is transmitted to VRAM210 through the whole

control section 211, and the picture based on the picture signal memorized by

VRAM210 is displayed on the LCD display 10. Therefore, a photography person can

check a photographic subject image by looking by the picture displayed on the LCD
display 10. Moreover, in a playback mode, after signal processing predetermined in the

picture read from memory card 8 with the whole control section 211 is performed, it is

transmitted to VRAM210 and indicated by reproduction at the LCD display 10.

[0049] Card I/F212 is an interface for performing writing of the pictiire signal to

memory card 8, and read-out of a picture signal. Moreover, I/F213 for communication is

the interface with which it was based on USB specification in order to make possible

external connection of the communication of a personal computer 40.

[0050] The software of each control performed with the microcomputer in the whole

control section 211 may be beforehand recorded on flash memory 211B in the whole

control section 211 fixed, and may be installed in the microcomputer through an

external record medium in the case of upgrade of the software. About installation, the

program currently recorded on the record medium will be transmitted and saved at

flash memory 211B in the whole control section 211. And when operating the program

saved at flash memory 211B, the program is developed to RAM211C in the whole

control section 211, and the routine according to it is performed by CPU211A.

[0051] You may be the memory card on which it has the same specification as the

memory card 8 for image recording as such a record medium, and the install program

was recorded beforehand, and may be the record media 41, such as CD-ROM in which

read in is possible, by the personal computer 40.

[0052] In the case of the latter, a personal computer 40 and a digital camera 1 are made

into the state which can be communicated by cable splicing or infrared ray

communication, and an install program is transmitted to the microcomputer in a

digital camera 1 through a personal computer 40. Moreover, an upgrade program can
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be incorporated in a personal computer 40 through online communication, such as a

network, and it can also be further transmitted and installed in the microcomputer in a

digital camera 1. In this case, the hard disk in the server by which network connection

was carried out, the hard disk in a personal computer 40, etc. can be considered to be

the record media of an upgrade program.

[0053] The flash plate control circuit 214 is a circuit which controls luminescence of the

built-in flash plate 5.

[0054] The flash plate control circuit 214 controls existence, the amount of

luminescence, luminescence timing, etc. of luminescence of the built-in flash plate 5

based on the control signal of the whole control section 211, and controls the amount of

luminescence of the built-in flash plate 5 based on the luminescence stop signal STP

inputted from the modulated light circuit 304.

[0055] RTC219 is a clock circuit for managing photography time. At drawing 1 -

drawing 4 , it drives with another power supply which is not illustrated.

[0056] The control unit 250 possesses the switch equivalent to the UP switch 6

mentioned above, the DOWN switch 7, a shutter release 9, floor line mode setting

switch 11, the compressibihty setting sUde switch 12, and the photography / playback-

mode configuration switch 14, and requires control to each part of a digital camera 1

from the whole control section 211.

[0057] The whole control section 211 consists of a microcomputer, controls organically

the drive of each part material in the image pck-up section 3 mentioned above and the

camera book soma 2, and carries out generalization control of the photography

operation of a digital camera 1.

[0058] Drawing 5 is the block diagram showing the internal function realized by

CPU211A in the whole control section 211, or the whole memory 211B and 211C. As

shown in this drawing, the whole control section 211 is equipped with brightness

judging section 211a for setting up an exposure control value (shutter speed (SS)), and

shutter speed setting section 211b. In a photography standby state, brightness judging

section 211a computes brightness data using the picture incorporated by every 1/30

(second) by CCD303, and judges a photographic subject*s brightness.

[0059] That is, using the image data memorized by the image memory 209 in updating,

brightness judging section 211a divides the storage area of an image memory 209 into

nine blocks, computes the brightness data which represent each block using the pixel

data of the color component of G (green) contained in each block, and judges a

photographic subject's brightness.

[0060] Shutter speed setting section 211b sets up shutter speed (reset time of CCD303)

based on the judgment result of the brightness of the photographic subject by

brightness judging section 211a. Shutter speed setting section 211b has the table of the

shutter speed SS which associated brightness and shutter speed SS beforehand.
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[0061] Initial setting of the shutter speed SS is carried out to camera during starting at

1/128 (second) (shutter speed with the highest brightness), and shutter speed setting

section 211b carries out a change setup one step at a time from initial value in a

photography standby state at a high speed or low-speed side according to the judgment

result of the brightness of the photographic subject by brightness judging section 211a.

[0062] Moreover, the whole control section 211 is further equipped with picture judging

section 2 lie which judges whether they are pictures (a picture similar to this kind of

binary picture is hereafter called "character drawing".) drawn on the board, such as a

character and a chart, although image pck-up pictures are pictures (this kind of image

pck-up picture is hereafter called "natural drawing".) of the usual photography, such as

scenery and a person.

[0063] Picture judging section 2 lie creates the histogram of the brightness data of each

pixel position based on the image data which constitutes the image pck-up picture

memorized by the image memory 209, and judges the content of an image pck-up

picture based on this histogram. Generally, in the case of natural drawing, there are

few biass of luminance distribution, and the histogram of the brightness data of an

image pck-up picture serves as the so-called 1 equal-division cloth which has one peak

value. On the other hand, in the case of character drawing hke the character drawn on

the feltboard, the bias of luminance distribution is looked at by a white portion and the

black character portion, respectively, and it becomes 2 equal-division cloth.

[0064] Therefore, picture judging section 2lie distinguishes whether an image pck-up

picture is natural drawing or it is character drawing by distinguishing whether the

histogram of the brightness data of an image pck-up picture is 1 equal-division cloth, or

it is 2 equal-division cloth. And this judgment result is memorized by memory 211d.

[0065] The whole control section 211 is further equipped with scene judging section

211c which judges four kinds of photography scenes, a "low brightness scene", an

"inside brightness usual scene", an "inside brightness backlight scene", and a "quantity

brightness scene", in order to perform a setup of the suitable shutter speed SS, gamma
amendment, and a filtering amendment (after-mentioned) according to a photography

scene. A "low brightness scene" is usually a scene which needs indoor photography and

a fill-in flash with a flash plate like [ night ] photography, lighting light [ as opposed to

the main photographic subject in an "inside brightness usual scene" ] (the natural light

and the artificial light are included) is a follow light, and since the luminosity is

suitable, it is the scene which can be photoed [ having no fill-in flash and ]. Moreover,

although the "inside brightness backlight scene" is suitable for an overall luminosity,

since the lighting light to the main photographic subject is a backlight, it is a scene

with desirable flash plate luminescence, and a "quantity brightness scene" is an overall

very bright scene like photography in the sea and the skiing area of fine weather. Low

brightness, inside brightness, and the scene judging of high brightness are performed
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based on the set point of shutter speed SS. Moreover, in an inside brightness scene, a

periphery judges with an "inside brightness backUght scene", when brighter [ beyond a

predetermined value ] than a center section. The judgment result of scene judging

section 211c is also memorized by memory 211d.

[0066] The whole control section 211 is further equipped with 211f of filter sections

which perform filtering processing in order to perform record processing of the above-

mentioned photography picture, 211g of record picture generation sections which

generate a thumbnail picture and a compression picture, and 211h of reproduction

picture generation sections which generate a reproduction picture signal in order to

reproduce the picture signal recorded on memory card 8 to the LCD display 10.

[0067] 211f of filter sections rectifies the high frequency component of the picture which

should be recorded by the digital filter to the picture signal from an image memory 209,

and they rectify the quality of image about a profile. 211f of filter sections possesses a

total of five kinds of digital filters of the digital filter which performs a standard profile

amendment about each of compressibility K=l/8, and 1/20, and two kinds of digital

filters which strengthen a profile to this standard profile amendmient and two kinds of

digital filters which weaken a profile.

[0068] 211g of record picture generation sections generates the thumbnail picture and

compression pictvire which should read a picture signal from an image memory 209

through 211f of filter sections, and should be recorded on memory card 8. One by one,

they read a picture signal every 8 pixels in a longitudinal direction and lengthwise both

directions, respectively, scanning 211g of record picture generation sections in the

direction of a raster scan from an image memory 209, and it is transmitting to the

memory card 8 connected through card I/F212, and they record it on memory card 8,

generating a thumbnail picture.

[0069] Furthermore, 211g of record picture generation sections reads all pixel data

from an image memory 209 through 211f of filter sections, and they perform

predetermined compression processing by JPEG methods, such as two-dimensional

DCT conversion and Huffman coding, to these pixel data, generate the picture signal of

a compression picture, and record this compression picture signal on this picture area

of memory card 8.

[0070] In the picture memorized with the digital camera as memory card 8 was shown

in drawing 6 , the picture part storage of 40 coma with compressibility 1/20 is possible,

and the picture signal (640x480 pixels) of the high resolution into which each coma was

compressed in the portion and JPEG form of tag information, and the picture signal for

a thumbnail display (80x60 pixels) are recorded. It is possible to treat as an image file

of for example, EXIF form in each coma unit.

[0071] <the outUne of an A-3.gamma amendment> - according to the feature of this

invention, gamma amendment table set as a gamma correction circuit 208 in a short
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distance and flash plate mode is explained below

[0072] Drawing 7 is drawing showing the example which generated the histogram from

the input picture signal. In drawing 7 , a horizontal axis shows an intensity level x and

a vertical axis shows a several n pixel, and it becomes high brightness, so that x

becomes large. Moreover, Xmax on a x axis shows the upper limit of the dynamic range

in a picture signal, and the intensity level from which Pmin serves as the minimum in

Histogram HS, and Pmax show the intensity level which serves as the maximum in

Histogram HS.

[0073] When flash plate photography is carried out in the macro mode which is the

typical mode of short-distance photography, a picture signal with a histogram as shown

in the example of drawing 7 is acquired. That is, it is not in agreement with an

intensity level 0, and the brightness minimum value Pmin serves as a pictiire signal

which inclined toward the high brightness side on the whole, and serves as a picture by

which exaggerated exposure was carried out. In the case of such a picture signal, an

effective contrast range PW as data becomes between Pmin-Pmax.

[0074] Then, gamma amendment table for high brightness pictures which is the short-

distance photography represented in the macro mode, and explains this effective

contrast range PW not by the usual gamma amendment table shown in drawing 19 but

by the degree in flash plate photography (following "short-distance flash plate mode")

in order [ of the dynamic range of an output side ] to match with the whole mostly and

to utiUze effectively is used.

[0075] Drawing 8 is drawing showing the transfer characteristic of gamma amendment

table TA for high brightness pictures set as gamma amendment table 208 in short-

distance flash plate mode as a gamma transfer characteristic curve Cm. In drawing 8 ,

it is high brightness, so that a horizontal axis shows the input intensity level x, a

vertical axis shows output intensity-level y and a value becomes large. Moreover, Xmax
on a X axis shows the upper limit of an input intensity level. Moreover, Ymax on the y-

axis shows the upper limit of an output intensity level.

[0076] When only the predetermined offset value XO (X0> 0) usually carries out the

parallel displacement of the transfer characteristic curve CO (following "criteria

transfer characteristic curve") for photography to a high brightness side in the

direction of a x axis, this transfer characteristic curve Cm (following "transfer

characteristic curve for quantity brightness") shifts the standup section PS to a high

brightness side, and it is made to recover from the value XO which is not zero

substantially.

[0077] It sets here, and a maker side can perform many short-distance flash plate

photography experimentally about a various scene and various conditions, and this

offset value XO can process statistically the histogram obtained by it, and can

determine it. For example, the value equivalent to 5% of bottoms of the distributions of
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the value of minimum intensity-level Pmin of drawing 7 obtained in many
experimental photography can be determined as a statistical lower limit, and the offset

value XO can be determined according to the statistical lower limit.

[0078] Although it stops having corresponded by this parallel displacement completely

[ the y-axis upper limit Ymax ] near x-axis upper-limit Xmax and the gap G arose near

y-axis upper-limit Ymax, since usually "will be gone to sleep" considerably by gamma
transfer characteristic curve near x-axis upper-limit Xmax, this gap G is quite small,

and it is almost satisfactory substantially (the improvement about this point is made

with the after-mentioned 3rd operation gestalt),

[0079] In addition, in order to process the 10-bit picture signal changed by A/D

converter 205, specifically, the output picture signal is made into 8 bit patterns for

every color component of RGB, and is set to Xmax=1023, Xmin=0, Ymax—255, and

Ymin=0 in this case so that input picture signals may be 10 bit patterns for every color

component of RGB and can specifically perform record to memory card 8 efficiently.

Although gamma transfer characteristic curve Cm of drawing 8 can be set up in

common about each color component of RGB, it may set up a transfer characteristic

curve for high brightness which is different for every color component according to the

property of a monitor.

[0080] When it is not short-distance photography (that is, they are middle distance

photography or long distance photography), and when [ even if it is short-distance

photography, ] luminescence prohibition mode is chosen, not the transfer characteristic

curve Cm for high brightness but the criteria transfer characteristic curve CO is used.

[0081] As mentioned already, in the digital camera 1, two or more gamma amendment

curves CO and Cl and C2 corresponding to two or more kinds of scenes, such as "low

brightness scene" and "inside brightness usual scene" --, are prepared as a gamma
amendment curve used in the usual photography. Although these are all transfer

characteristic curves which start from the input lower limit Xmin substantially, they

can adopt one of the predetermined curves CO of it as a criteria transfer characteristic

curve CO, and can generate the transfer characteristic curve Cm for high brightness

based on the criteria transfer characteristic curve CO.

[0082] <Outline of operation of A-4. digital camera 1> drawing 9 is a flow chart

explaining the outline of operation of a digital camera 1.

[0083] First, a photography person sets up fundamental photography conditions before

Step SI. In addition, when not setting up especially photography conditions, standard

photography mode is set up by the default. And in Step SI, while a photography person

checks a photographic subject by looking by the LCD display 10 or the optical finder 21,

the depression of the shutter release 9 is carried out.

[0084] This is answered and photography operation is automatically performed at the

following step S2. Here, when it is automatic-judged whether a photographic subject's
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illuminance runs short when the flash plate is being made into automatic luminescence

mode and it runs short, a flash plate 5 emits light automatically. Moreover, in the case

of compulsive luminescence mode, a flash plate 5 emits light compulsorily.

[0085] At Step S3, photography conditions are photography with the macro mode, or

[ that is, ] it judges whether the macroscopic button 20 was pushed and photography

was made. In being photography with the macro mode, it progresses to step S4. On the

other hand, in not being the macro mode, it progresses to Step S6. In addition, when a

digital camera has an automatic-focus function, it is good also considering whether it is

photography in the short distance which a photographic subject's distance turns into

from a camera below a predetermined distance (for example, 50cm) irrespective of

whether it is the macro mode at Step S3 as a criteria. The judgment in this case can be

performed by comparing the distance signal with a distance threshold with reference to

the distance signal acq^air^d from the ranging unit prepared in the digital camera for

automatic-focusing doubling etc.

[0086] In step S4, it judges whether photography conditions are flash plate

photography. That is, although it progresses at Step S5 in flash plate photography,

when that is not right, it progresses to Step S6 as well as Step S3.

[0087] The judgment of the photography conditions in Step S3 and step S4 is performed

by the whole control section 211.

[0088] Here, generally it is short-distance photography, and it is as follows when the

criterion of whether to be flash plate photography is arranged.

[0089] (1) short-distance photography ******** „ ; „ when setting up short-distance

photography by the manual, setting distance the case (when it is the digital camera in

which lens exchange is possible, the case where it exchanges for a macro lens is

included) where a photography person chooses [
******

] the macro mode as illustrated

here, and when a photography person performs focusing by the manual may be below a

predetermined threshold distance

[0090] The whole control section 211 will know whether it is short-distance

photography by comparing with the above-mentioned threshold distance the distance

to which the photography person did a manual setup of whether it is set as the macro
mode with the mode selection button etc. in the case of the former as a focus distance

when the whole control section 211 judged and it was the latter.

[0091] Moreover, in the case of the digital camera equipped with the ranging unit with

an automatic-focusing function, as mentioned already, when the photographic subject

distance as a result of automatic-focusing doubling is below a predetermined threshold

distance, it is judged with it being short-distance photography.

[0092] The equipment configuration for the focusing mechanism by the macro mode
setting button and the manual and an automatic-focusing function is functioning as a

photography distance setting means in each of these case, respectively, and when the
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whole control section 211 refers to the state of those photography distance setting

meanses, photography conditions equivalent to short-distance photography are judged.

[0093] (2) flash plate photography ******** „ ; if set as compulsive luminescence

mode by the manual, it will become flash plate photography irrespective of a

photographic subject's condition

[0094] Moreover, when automatic luminescence mode is chosen, a photographic

subject's brightness is detected by reading the output value of the CCD image sensor in

the image pck-up section 3 in the half-push state of a shutter release 9, and if the

brightness is darker than a predetermined threshold, it wiU be set up so that a flash

plate may be made to emit light. For this reason, in automatic luminescence mode, it is

determined according to the result obtained with the combination of these

photographic subject brightness detection meanses and a threshold comparison means

whether to be flash plate luminescence, and refer to the result for the whole control

section 211.

[0095] Therefore, if it expresses including the both sides of the case in compulsive

luminescence mode, and the case where luminescence is performed under automatic

luminescence mode, the whole control section 211 will judge the photography

conditions of being flash plate photography with reference to the determination result

of a flash plate luminescence determination means.

[0096] Although it returns to drawing 9 and progresses to Step S5 in the case of short-

distance flash plate photography mode, since the picture signal which inclined toward

the high brightness side with a histogram as shown in the example of drawing 7 in this

case is acquired, gamma amendment based on gamma amendment table TA for high

brightness pictures which is illustrated to drawing 8 is performed in a gamma
correction circuit 208.

[0097] In step S5a, the selection or a setup of gamma amendment table TA for high

brightness pictures is performed first there. The selection or a setup in this gamma
amendment table TA is explained below with reference to drawing 10 .

[0098] Into a gamma correction circuit 208, when gamma amendment table TO usually

for photography which has the criteria transfer characteristic curve CO and .., and

gamma amendment table TA for and high brightness pictures are set up beforehand

in parallel, gamma amendment table TA for the high brightness pictures of them is

chosen. That is, as shown in drawing 10 (a), gamma amendment table TA will be

chosen by selector 208a by the change signal from the whole control section 211.

[0099] moreover, when it is constituted at every photography so that gamma
amendment table for high brightness pictures may be set as a gamma correction circuit

208 CPU reads the table of the criteria transfer characteristic curve beforehand

memorized by the memory in the whole control section 211. The value of the output

picture level y corresponding to each value of each input picture level x is moved to the
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address of the output picture value over the input picture level (x+XO) which only the

offset value XO was able to shift. Moreover, about the range to 0 <=x<=XO, y= 0 is given

compulsorily. Thus, created gamma amendment table TA for high brightness pictures

is set as a gamma correction circuit 208 in look-up table form, as shown in drawing 10

(b). In this case, it always is not necessary to memorize the whole gamma amendment

table TA for high brightness pictures, and the whole digital camera 1 control section

211 should hold only the offset value XO.

[0100] Furthermore, the level shift of an input picture signal can also attain the

parallel displacement of the criteria transfer characteristic curve CO in equivalent.

That is, as shown in drawing 10 (c), subtraction composition of the offset value XO may

be carried out in subtractor 208b to the level V of an input picture signal, it may

consider as compounded signal Vc= (V-XO), and this compounded signal Vc may be

changed on gamma amendment table TO equivalent to the criteria transfer

characteristic curve CO. In this case, although gamma amendment table TA for high

brightness pictures is not necessarily used, the transfer characteristic attained by the

shift of an input picture signal in equivalent in this way is also included with "the

transfer characteristic for quantity brightness" in this invention.

[0101] If the picture signal acquired by the image pck-up is transmitted for every pixel

after gamma amendment table TA for high brightness pictures is chosen or set up in a

gamma correction circuit 208, those pixel signals will be changed on gamma
amendment table TAin a gamma correction circuit 208 one by one. (Step S5b) .

[0102] On the other hand, at Step S6, gamma amendment table usually for

photography corresponding to the transfer characteristic curve CO is chosen, and an

image processing is performed based on it.

[0103] And in Step S7, the picture signal processed at Step S5 or Step S6 is saved at

either of the image memories 209 of drawing 4 .

[0104] Although the picture signal after this gamma conversion can also be displayed

in the LCD display 10 of a digital camera 1, it can be made to display on the monitor of

a personal computer by transmitting to the personal computer of the exterior of a

digital camera 1 etc. using memory card 8 etc.

[0105] A concrete image is explained with reference to drawing 11 about an

improvement of <the example of an A-5. image processing>, next the reproduction

picture by the image processing based on gamma amendment table TA for high

brightness pictures.

[0106] In drawing 11 , the picture signal which consists of pixel matrices of 5x5

typically is considered, and it is the case of the image processing in this case. A picture

signal 51 is a picture signal after the picture signal acquired by CCD303 was changed

into the digital signal by A/D converter 25 and signal processing was carried out by the

black level amendment circuit 206 and WB circuit, and shows data before gamma
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amendment of is done. By the gamma correction circuit 208, a picture signal 52 is a

picture signal after being carried out gamma amendment, and is saved at an image

memory 209. Moreover, the picture signal 53 shows the data of the intensity level of the

picture which is the monitor of a personal computer 40 about the picture signal saved

at the image memory 209, or was reproduced by LCDIO of a digital camera 1.

[0107] The intensity level of each pixel is a picture signal to 1-3, and a picture signal 51

comes to be shown in drawing 12 , when this histogram HGl is created. In drawing 12
,

like drawing 7 , the horizontal axis shows the intensity level x and the vertical axis

shows the several n pixel. And in each value of an intensity level x= 0, and 1, 2 and 3,

n= 0 pixel and each value of 16, 8, and 1 are taken, respectively. That is, it turns out

that the intensity level corresponding to minimum intensity-level Pmin shown in

drawing 7 is a picture signal which 1 in a histogram HGl corresponds and does not

have the pixel of the x= intensity-level 0 neighborhood and which inclined toward the

so-called high brightness side. In addition, although the expedient top of explanation

and the intensity level are carried out to to 3, as mentioned already, by the actual

picture signal, it is distributed over 10 bits (=1024).

[0108] And in the case of a picture signal 51, an image processing is performed based on

gamma amendment table for high brightness pictures which has the transfer

characteristic curve 54. Here, the point of the standup of the property curve 54 serves

as the input intensity-level value 1. Specifically, the input intensity-level values 1, 2,

and 3 are changed into the ******
[ it ] intensity-level value 0, and a and b by this

gamma amendment table. In addition, usually, although a and b should become an

integer in the digital signal, it shall not necessarily be an integer for convenience in

explanation here.

[0109] A picture signal 51 is changed into a picture signal 52 by the above-mentioned

image processing. This picture signal 52 turns into a picture signal including the

intensity-level value 0.

[0110] Then, a picture signal 52 is outputted as a reproduction pictiure 53 with the

monitor 56 which has the gamma-characteristics curve 55. Here, the input intensity-

level value 0, and a and b are changed into the output intensity-level values 0, 1, and 2

by the gamma-characteristics curve 55 expressed with the function shown in several 1,

respectively. Thereby, it turns out that the bias of the picture signal 51 by which the

reproduction picture 53 inclined toward the high brightness side including the

intensity-level value 0 is improved.

[0111] In the photography picture by which exaggerated exposure was carried out, the

bias of the picture signal by the side of high brightness is correctable with the above

operation.

[0112] In addition, about the image processing which corrects the bias by the side of

high brightness, operation in other signal transformation circuits in a digital camera 1
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is also possible. However, a gamma correction circuit 208 turns into a circuit of the last

stage in a series of signal processing which results in preservation of the picture signal

from the picture acquisition by CCD303 to an image memory 209, since the output

intensity-level upper limit Ymax in gamma amendment table TA ( drawing 8 ) is

compressed by 1/4 (=8 bit / 10 bits) twice the input intensity-level upper limit Xmax, by

the quantization error, it is between I/O and the precision of a digital signal

deteriorates.

[0113] Therefore, it is better to have used the dynamic range of an output side as

effectively as possible in the stage formed into 8 bit rather than it reduces the

brightness of the whole picture by conversion circuit another after changing into a 8-bit

signal from a 10-bit signal by the usual gamma amendment.

[0114] In photography in short-distance flash plate mode For example, the inside of the

full range 0-1023 (10 hits) of an input side, Although an output signal will be

compressed as the rough average per [ 256 ] 1 bit of inputs / by 1024= 0.25 if the usual

gamma amendment is performed when the pixel is distributed over the band of 200-

1000 as an effective contrast range PW of drawing 7 If the offset value XO is set to 170,

it will be set to 256/(1024-170) =0.3 per 1 bit of inputs, and compressibility will

decrease. Therefore, it is between I/O and the precision of a digital signal can suppress

degradation.

[0115] Although a quantization error changes with values of picture level since actual

gamma amendment is nonhnear converision, as a general trend, it is the same as that

of the above-mentioned calculation.

[0116] Since it is such, when the bit length of an output signal has a gamma correction

circuit smaller than the bit length of an input signal, a bird clapper turns out that it is

especially effective to perform a high brightness amendment in the gamma correction

circuit.

[0117] The important section composition of the digital camera concerning the 2nd

operation gestalt of the <B. 2nd operation gestalt <B-1. important section

composition» this invention is equal to the digital camera 1 of the 1st operation

gestalt except for the portion relevant to a gamma correction circuit 208. In the digital

camera of this 2nd operation gestalt, it has gamma amendment tables TAl and TA2
corresponding to two kinds of transfer characteristic curves Cml and Cm2 for high

brightness pictures which are illustrated to drawing 13 as a gamma amendment table

for high brightness pictures which can be set as a gamma correction circuit 208.

[0118] Among these, the 1st transfer characteristic curve Cml for high brightness has

recovered from the 1st offset value XOl with the bigger standup section PS 1 than zero

substantially. Moreover, the 2nd transfer characteristic curve Cm2 for high brightness

has recovered from the 2nd offset value X02 with the bigger standup section PS 2 than

the 1st offset value XOl substantially. The 2nd transfer characteristic curve Cm2 is
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equivalent to that to which only predetermined distance (X02-X01) carried out the

parallel displacement of the 1st transfer characteristic curve Cml in the high

brightness direction of a X axis.

[0119] <B-2. operation> As mentioned above, with the 2nd operation gestalt, since two

gamma amendment tables TAl and TA2 for high brightness pictvires are prepared,

based on the brightness information of an input picture signal, operation which chooses

suitable gamma amendment table in two kinds is added to operation of the digital

camera 1 of the 1st operation gestalt.

[0120] In drawing 14 which specifically showed processing equivalent to Step S5 in the

flow chart of drawing 9 , the brightness minimum value Pmin contained in the input

picture signal of a gamma correction circuit 208 is first specified at Step Sll. This

specification is carried out in the whole control section 211 ( drawing 5 ) which

functions as a brightness specification means. Here, for every pixel, size comparison

may be carried out serially and the brightness value of a picture signal may be

specified, and a histogram may be created and you may specify in the analysis.

[0121] After the transfer characteristic of gamma amendment which an image memory
209 once memorizes in the state where an amendment of gamma amendment etc. is not

received, and the brightness minimum value Pmin is specified, and is used as follows is

specified, the picture signal from which it was obtained by the image pck-up in any case

is read from the image memory 209 for every pixel, and receives actual gamma
amendment. The picture signal after gamma amendment is replaced by the pictvire

signal before gamma amendment, and is memorized by the image memory 209.

[0122] Next, at Step 812, the brightness minimum value Pmin of a picture signal

judges whether it is smaller than the offset value XOl of 1st gamma amendment table

TA 1 for high brightness. Here, in being Pmin<X01, it progresses to Step S16. On the

other hand, in not being Pmin<X01, it progresses to Step S13.

[0123] In Step SIS, it judges whether the brightness minimum value Pmin of a picture

signal is smaller than the offset value X02 of 2nd gamma amendment table TA 2 for

high brightness. Here, when it is Pmin<X02, it will progress to Step S15, and in not

being Pmin<X02, it progresses to Step S13.

[0124] Next, at Step S14, signal transformation is performed based on 2nd gamma
amendment table TA 2 for high brightness pictures. At Step Si 5, signal transformation

is performed based on 1st gamma amendment table TA 1 for high brightness pictures.

[0125] Moreover, at Step S16, an image processing is usually performed like Step S6 in

the flow chart of drawing 9 based on gamma amendment table TO for photography.

[0126] By the above operation, since [ which surely includes the effective contrast range

PW of a picture signal ] it transfer-characteristic-curves, and it is got blocked, and

gamma amendment table can be chosen and the standup section near the brightness

minimum value Pmin can be chosen, corresponding to an effective contrast range P, the
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dynamic range of an output side can be utilized efficiently.

[0127] In the photography picture by which exaggerated exposure was carried out, the

bias of the picture signal by the side of high brightness is correctable Like the case of

the 1st operation gestalt with the above operation.

[0128] The important section composition of the digital camera concerning the 3rd

operation gestalt of the <C. 3rd operation gestalt <C-1. important section

composition» this invention is equal to the digital camera 1 of the 1st operation

gestalt except for the portion relevant to a gamma correction circuit 208. In the digital

camera of this 3rd operation gestalt, the offset value XO of gamma amendment table for

high brightness pictures which can be set as a gamma correction circuit 208 is

determined from the brightness information of an input picture signal.

[0129] <C-2. operation> drawing 15 is a flow chart which shows important section

operation for it, and corresponds to Step S5 of the flow chart of drawing 9 .

[0130] First, at Step S21, the brightness minimum value Pmin contained in the input

picture signal of a gamma correction circuit 208 is specified. This specification is

carried out by the whole control section 211. Here, like the 2nd operation gestalt, for

every pixel, size comparison may be carried out serially and the brightness value of a

picture signal may be specified, and a histogram may be created and you may specify in

analysis. Before receiving actual gamma amendment, the point of making an image

memory 209 once memorizing a picture signal is the same as the 2nd operation gestalt.

[0131] Next, at Step S22, gamma amendment table TA is generated by carrying out the

parallel displacement of the criteria transfer characteristic curve CO so that the offset

value XO in the transfer characteristic curve Cm ( drawing 8 ) may be in agreement

with the specified brightness minimum value Pmin. Here, it is changed by gamma
amendment table TO which has the criteria transfer characteristic curve CO, after the

offset value XO (=Pmin) and picture signal which were inputted into subtractor 208c

from the whole control section 211 are compounded, as shown, for example in drawing

16 . Generation of gamma amendment table TA can attain in equivalent by processing

with this subtractor 208c and gamma amendment table TO.

[0132] In Step 23, gamma amendment is performed based on generated gamma
amendment table TA.

[0133] Evien if the lower limit Pmin of the luminance distribution in short distance

flash plate photography varies for every scene by the above operation, since gamma
amendment table which defined the offset value XO according to them is generable, an

effective contrast range PW can be utilized still more effectively.

[0134] Consequently, in the photography picture by which exaggerated exposure was

carried out, the bias of the picture signal by the side of high brightness is correctable

like the case of the 1st operation form.

[0135] The important section composition of the digital camera concerning the 4th
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operation form of the <D. 4th operation form <D-1. important section composition»

this invention is equal to the digital camera 1 of the 1st operation form except for the

portion relevant to a gamma correction circuit 208. In the digital camera of this 4th

operation form, lessons is taken from gamma amendment table for high brightness

pictures which can be set as a gamma correction circuit 208, and as shown in drawing

17 , not only the offset value XI by the side of low brightness but the offset value X2 by

the side of high brightness is set up.

[0136] Thus, gamma amendment table TB for high brightness pictures generated

recovers from the low brightness side offset value XI substantially, and is set up

corresponding to the transfer characteristic curve Cmb which reaches the upper limit

Ymax of an output intensity level, and is substantially saturated with the high

brightness side offset value X2. That is, gamma transfer characteristic curve Cmb for

these high brightness pictures compresses the criteria transfer characteristic curve CO

in the direction of a x axis for the scale factor of (X2-Xl)/(Xmax-Xmin), with the

dynamic range (0 - Ymax) of an output level maintained. Here, processing in the

effective conversion range W of the range of X1-X2 with an effective input intensity

level is performed.

[0137] Based on the brightness information of an input picture signal, the transfer

characteristic curve Cmb is generated there so that the effective contrast range PW
( drawing 7 ) of an input picture signal and an effective conversion range W may be

mostly in agreement, namely, so that Xl=Pmin and X2=Pmax may be materialized in

approximation. Generation of this transfer characteristic curve Cmb is performed by

the whole control section 211 the whole photography of each scene.

[0138] <D-2. operation> drawing 18 is a flow chart explaining generation operation of

gamma amendment table TB for high brightness pictures, and corresponds to Step S5

of drawing 9.

[0139] First, at Step S31 and Step S32, the brightness minimum value Pmin contained

in the input picture signal of a gamma correction circuit 208 and the brightness

maximum Pmax are specified. This specification is carried out by the whole control

section 211. The processing adds operation which specifies the brightness maximum

Pmax as operation which specifies the brightness minimum value Pmin in the 3rd

operation form.

[0140] Next, at Step S33, gamma amendment table TB is generated so that the low

brightness side offset value XI in the transfer characteristic curve Tmb and the high

brightness side offset value X2 may be in agreement with the specified brightness

minimum value Pmin and the brightness maximum Pmax, respectively.

[0141] In Step 34, gamma amendment is performed based on generated gamma

amendment table TB.
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[0142] Since a transfer characteristic curve, therefore gamma amendment table are

generable with the above operation based on the information on the ends of the

effective contrast range PW of a picture signal, the maximum practical use of the

effective contrast range PW can be carried out.

[0143] Consequently, in the photography picture by which exaggerated exposure was

carried out, the bias of the picture signal by the side of high brightness is correctable

like the case of the 1st operation gestalt.

[0144] About the image processing which improves the high brightness pictiire

acquired with the <modification> O digital camera, it is not indispensable to carry out

by the gamma correction circuit, and it may be performed in other signal

transformation in a digital camera. However, as mentioned already, after bit length

changes into a short picture signal, it is desirable to carry out simultaneously in the

front or the conversion accompanied by change of bit length.

[0145] O As illustrated to drawing 19 , the transfer characteristic curve for high

brightness pictures may be the conversion curve Cmd which increases comparatively

gently-sloping if it migrates to a low brightness field from the input signal level 0, and

starts steeply in the intensity-level XO (X0> 0) predetermined neighborhood.

[0146] That is, the "standup section" of the transfer characteristic curve in this

invention is a concept also containing the portion which it is not limited to the portion

which has started from the strict zero level (y= 0) like drawing 8 , and can be

substantially regarded as a standup.

[0147] O You may realize the gamma correction circuit of each operation gestalt not by

the digital circuit but by the analog circuit. In this case, the gamma correction circuit

for high brightness pictures which has the transfer characteristic curve TA usually

independently indicated to be a gamma correction circuit for photography to drawing 8

before processing by A/D converter 205 is prepared. And the gamma correction circuit

for these high brightness pictures performs signal transformation on the photography

conditions (macro mode and flash plate photography) which can be judged

comparatively quickly, without the brightness information of a picture analyzing. In

this case, since the quantization error generated in a digital circuit does not arise,

signal transformation can be performed with a sufficient precision.

[0148] O Although gamma amendment table for the high brightness pictures of the 2nd

operation gestalt is prepared two kinds, three or more kinds are sufficient as it.

[0149] O It is not indispensable that the effective contrast range PW ( drawing 8 ) of an

input picture signal and the effective conversion range W of transfer characteristic

Kabul TB are completely in agreement with the 4th operation gestalt. But when a gap

is in these range PW and W, it is desirable to enable it to include an effective conversion

range W for an effective contrast range PW.

[0150] O the [ the 1st and ] - about the transfer characteristic curve of 2 operation
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gestalten, you may reduce a transfer characteristic curve to y shaft orientations for a

predetermined scale factor so that the upper Hmit Xmax of an input intensity level may

correspond to the output intensity-level upper limit Ymax

[0151]

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, when photography conditions are flash

plate photography in a short distance according to invention of a claim 1 and a claim 7,

the transfer characteristic for high brightness pictures which usually started from the

criteria transfer characteristic for photography, and the section shifted to the high

brightness side of an input level is set as a signal transformation means. Consequently,

in the photography picture by which exaggerated exposure was carried out, the bias of

the picture signal by the side of high brightness is correctable.

[0152] Moreover, according to invention of a claim 2 and a claim 7, since flash plate

photography in a short distance is flash plate photography in the macro mode, it can

specify photography conditions more simply.

[0153] Moreover, the brightness minimum value contained in an input picture signal is

specified, and since it determines that the transfer characteristic for high brightness

pictures will start from near this brightness minimum value substantially, in

reappearance of gradation, an input picture signal is effectively utilizable according to

invention of a claim 3 and a claim 7.

[0154] Moreover, according to invention of a claim 4 and a claim 7, the brightness

minimum value and brightness maximum which are contained in an input picture

signal were specified, and it started from near the brightness minimum value

substantially, and it is determined that it is substantially saturated near the

aforementioned brightness maximum by the transfer characteristic for high brightness

pictures. Therefore, the effective contrast range of an input signal can be efficiently

reflected in an output signal.

[0155] Moreover, since the transfer characteristic for high brightness pictures is

determined by carrying out the parallel displacement of the criteria transfer

characteristic to the high brightness side of an input level according to invention of a

claim 5 and a claim 7, the criteria transfer characteristic can be diverted and the

transfer characteristic being simple and for high brightness pictures can be generated.

[0156] Moreover, since the transfer characteristic for high brightness pictures is

determined by compressing the criteria transfer characteristic by the input-level side,

with the dynamic range of an output level maintained according to invention of a claim

6 and a claim 7, the efficient transfer characteristic for high brightness pictures which

can be reflected in an output level is [ the effective contrast range of an input signal ]

generable simply.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
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[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is drawing showing the transverse plane of the digital camera 1

concerning the 1st operation gestalt of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is drawing showing the tooth back of a digital camera 1.

[Drawing 3] It is drawing showing the base of a digital camera 1.

[Drawing 4] It is the functional block diagram of a digital camera 1.

[Drawing 5] It is the block diagram showing the internal configuration of the whole

control section 211.

[Drawing 6] It is drawing explaining picture storage of memory card 8.

[Drawing 7] It is drawing showing the example which generated the histogram from

the input picture signal.

[Drawing 8] It is drawing showing gamma amendment table TA for high brightness

pictures.

[Drawing 9] It is a flow chart explaining the outline of operation of a digital camera 1.

[Drawing 10] It is drawing explaining the example of the processing in a gamma
correction circuit 208.

[Drawing 11] It is drawing showing the example of the image processing based on

gamma amendment table TA for high brightness pictures.

[Drawing 12] It is drawing showing the example which generated the histogram from

the input picture signal.

[Drawing 13] It is drawing showing gamma amendment tables TAl and TA2 for high

brightness pictures.

[Drawing 14] It is a flow chart explaining selection operation out of two kinds of

gamma amendment tables TAl and TA2.

[Drawing 15] It is a flow chart explaining generation operation of gamma amendment

table TA.

[Drawing 16] It is drawing explaining the example of the processing in a gamma
correction circuit 208.

[Drawing 17] It is drawing showing gamma amendment table TB for high brightness

pictures.

[Drawing 18] It is a flow chart explaining generation operation of gamma amendment

table TB.

[Drawing 19] It is drawing showing the modification of gamma amendment table for

high brightness pictures.

[Drawing 20] Usually, it is drawing for explaining gamma amendment at the time of

photography.

[Description of Notations]

1 Digital Camera
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5 Built-in Flash Plate

20 Macro Button

Cm, Cml, Cm2, Cmb Transfer characteristic curve for quantity brightness pictures

CO, CI, C2 It is usually the transfer characteristic curve of business.

TA, TAl, TA2, TB gamma amendment table for quantity brightness pictures

TO gamma amendment table usually for photography

211 Whole Control Section

208 Gamma Correction Circuit

Pmin Brightness minimum value

Pmax Brightness maximum

[Translation done.]
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